
	
	
	
	

		

www.elitetalentperformingarts.com.au 

CLASSES 
 

BALLET	
TAP	
JAZZ	

HIP	HOP	
CONTEMPOARY	
CHEERLEADING	

ACRO	

 

PRICES  
 

1 Class   30 minutes  $13.00 
1 Class   45 minutes   $14.00 
1 Class      1 hour     $15.00 

 
 
 

Junior Special 3 classes ( 30 min classes) 1 free class  $25.00 
Junior Special 3 Classes ( 45 min classes) 1 free class  $32.00 
Junior Special + ONE other class style (4th class)  $10.00 

 
 
 

Full class prices & Timetable visit website  

www.elitetalentperformingarts.com.au 
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PROGRAM 

 

R.A.D Ballet Syllabus Class  

Elite Talent studies RAD Ballet. This is a world recognized ballet syllabus with 
over 13,000 members. Miss Kirstie being one of the RAD registered teachers 
and Miss Tanya is in her graduate year. The Royal Academy of dance is the 
largest and most influential dance education in the world. 

Beginner - Junior Tap  

Tap is an exciting style of dance for our young dancers. Tappers are introduced 
to the tap style and technique in this fun class. You can start to see your dancer 
developing rhythm, control and gross motor skill, which will be developed 
throughout this class. Learning fun exercises that teach us how to use our heels, 
toes and shuffle.  

Beginner - Junior Jazz  

This class is a combination of jazz styles providing a fun introduction to dance 
but also a place to grow, learn and make friends. Petite Jazz is the perfect way 
to start developing the co-ordination skills that are the basics of dance. Our 
jazz component use age appropriate versions of songs like “shake it off” to start 
learning basic steps and combinations such as turns, leaps and kicks.  

Junior Contemporary 

We introduced this class when the student is in Year 2 and above. 
This class instructs students on current movements in this dance genre and the 
meaning behind each moment – how the body moves and the expression 
through dance.   

Junior Cheer/Acro 

This class introduces the fundamental elements of acrobatics including forward 
rolls, Cartwheels, hand stands, bridge stands, forward walk overs and round 
offs. This is mixed with cheerleading which is a form of dance with pom poms.  

Hip Hop + Boys ONLY hip hop 

We introduced this class when the student is in Year 2 and above. Hip hop 
classes allows students to learn the most current styles of hip hop which are 
featured in film clips etc.  Get ready to start flossing & Dabbing. 

 

 

 

 

	



	
	
	
	

Timetable 
 

 
	


